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Preface
The Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization
Guide provides instructions for customizing the Effective Transport software to
meet your specific requirements.
Effective Transport is part of Effect-Tech’ growing suite of data management
products. Run in conjunction with the BMC Remedy applications, Effective
Transport significantly streamlines the time and effort required to configure and
maintain the BMC Remedy IT Service Management (ITSM), Atrium CMDB, Service
Request Management (SRM), and Service Level Management (SLM) applications.

Audience
This document is written for individuals who are responsible for customizing the
Effective Transport application to provide additional functionality to meet specific
onboarding requirements to BMC Remedy 8.1.

Related documents
The following documents contain additional information about the Effective
Transport software:
Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy
 Installation Guide
 Concepts Guide
 Release Notes
 User's Guide
 User's Guide, ITSM & People Data
 User's Guide, Asset & CMDB Data
 User's Guide, Service Request Management Data
 User's Guide, Service Level Management Data

Contacting Us
For questions about Effective Transport or other products by Effect-Tech, contact
Customer Support at information@effect-tech.com.
Effect-Tech
2804 Mission College Blvd, Suite 210
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Phone: (408) 834-7554
Fax: (408) 834-7571
Email: information@effect-tech.com
Web site: http://www.effect-tech.com
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Effective Transport Customizations
The Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy
Customization Guide is a companion document to the Effective Transport Data
Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide. This document provides
instruction for extending the capabilities of the Effective Transport infrastructure
to fulfill custom requirements that are not addressed in out-of-box functionality.
NOTE: All customizations performed as described in this document are
considered outside the scope of the supported Effective Transport application.
Requests for enhancements are always welcome and may be submitted by
sending an email to support@effect-tech.com. You can also register and submit
your requests at http://www.effect-tech.com.

Overview of the Transport Datalinks
The primary construct within the Effective Transport application is the datalink. A
thorough hands-on understanding of how the out-of-box Transport datalinks work
is essential to the successful customization or extension of the existing datalink
functionality. The bulk of the functionality is provided in AR System workflow and
is therefore transparent and customizable by users with a thorough working
knowledge of AR System workflow programming.
Effective Transport contains datalinks that are data type-specific for all major
ITSM data components, a collection of Asset and CMDB forms, and BMC
Service Request Management (SRM) and Service Level Management (SLM)
data.
Each datalink consists of a collection of forms, workflow, and data components
for a given type of data. All datalinks leverage internal Effective Transport
functionality to import and transport data to target applications on a local server
and promote the data to one or more remote servers.
A datalink consists of the following components:



Configuration entry – Provides the connection information (AR Server, TCP
port, User and Password) and folder information (location of the CSV data
files and ARM mapping files) that are passed to the AR System to execute
an import action.



Datalink Details entry – Provides basic information for the datalinks, such
as the datalink name, staging form, CSV file, ARM file, log file, preferences
entry, and DSO mapping.



CSV file – Contains the source data that will be imported to the intermediary
staging form and then transported to the application form.



Staging form and workflow – The staging form contains the logic
(workflow) to push data into the appropriate application form.



Mapping file – Contains the information that tells how to map data in the
CSV file to a staging form.



Log file – Generated each time the datalink is run for an Import or Import &
Transport action.

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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The architecture of a datalink is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Transport Datalink Overview
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Chapter 2
Basic Customizations
This chapter provides instructions for the following basic customizations:




Creating a new datalink for an existing staging form



Adding custom fields to an existing datalink

Creating a new datalink with a modified mapping and/or modified source
format

Creating a new datalink for an existing staging form
This section describes how to create a new datalink for an existing staging form.
The new datalink will be specific for data that is already supported by the
Effective Transport application.
NOTE: You will need a custom-built staging form to onboard custom data or
BMC Remedy application data that is not included in the Effect-Tech products.
See

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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Creating a new datalink and new staging form (custom data) below for more
information.

Use Case – When to create a new datalink for an existing staging form
When you perform an import action using a Transport datalink, the data is
imported from the file specified in the corresponding Configuration and Datalink
Details entries. If you need to import data from different data directories or from
data files with different file names, or if you need to import data that uses a
custom mapping, you could repeatedly update the corresponding Configuration
and Datalink Details entries. This option might work for one-off data loads, but
would not be practical for repeated data imports.
A new datalink is warranted if you frequently repeat an onboarding task with a
consistent set of configuration data. For example, say the requirement is to have
one datalink load all People data from one data source (such as Human
Resources) and another datalink load data that is identical in format, but from an
alternative source (such as a database containing contractor information). These
two separate “People feed” datalinks might be scheduled to run nightly with
different data coming from different directories.
In the following example, we will create two new datalinks and their
corresponding Configuration entries. The datalinks will be able to support the
nightly import of People data from two separate sources, as described above.

Steps for creating the datalink
The customization to create a new datalink for an existing staging form requires
the following steps:
1. Determine the attributes for the source data and supporting files
2. Create a Transport project for the new datalink
3. Create the Datalink Details entry

Determining the attributes for the source data and supporting files
Table 1 shows a subset of the attributes for the following People datalinks:





People datalink as it exists out-of-box
New People datalink for HR data
New People datalink for Contractor data

NOTE: For the two new datalinks, the attributes that have been modified
from the out-of-box values are in boldface.
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ATTRIBUTE

DEFAULT VALUE –
Out-of the-box
Datalink

DEFAULT VALUE –
HR Feed Datalink

DEFAULT VALUE –
Contractor Feed Datalink

Datalink
Name

05-CSVtoPeopleDatalink

05a-HRFeedToPeopleDatalink

05b-ContractorFeedTo
People-Datalink

User

appadmin

appadmin

appadmin

Password

NULL

NULL

NULL

Data
Directory

C:\Datalink\Data\

C:\Datalink\Data\HR\

C:\Datalink\Data\Contractors\

Mapping
Directory

C:\Datalink\Mappings\

C:\Datalink\Mappings\

C:\Datalink\Mappings\

Log
Directory

C:\Datalink\Logs

C:\Datalink\Logs

C:\Datalink\Logs
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Data File
Name

people.csv

HRPeople.csv

ContractorPeople.csv

Mapping
File Name

people.arm

people.arm

people.arm

Log File
Name

people

hrpeople

contractors

Table 1 - Attributes for People datalinks: Out-of-box, HRFeed, and ContractorFeed

Creating a Transport project for the new datalink
From the Transport Project Console, create a Transport project for each new
datalink. Each project will have a Default Configuration entry.
NOTE: See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC
Remedy User's Guide for information on how to create projects.
In this example, we used "HRPeople" as the Project Name and
Configuration Name for the first project and changed the Data
Directory to C:\Datalink\Data\HR\ (Figure 2). For the second project, we
use "ContractorPeople" as the Project Name and Configuration
Name and C:\Datalink\Data\Contractors\ for the Data Directory (Figure 3).

Figure 2 - HRPeople project

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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Figure 3 - ContractorPeople project
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Creating the Datalink Details entry for each new datalink.
a. From the Effective Transport Onboarding Console, select Search >
Search Datalinks from the left navigation menu.
b. In the Effective Datalink Details window, click New Request.
NOTE: All the information in the Datalink Details form will be identical to
the existing datalink that you are replicating (in this case 05CSVtoPeople-Datalink), except for the following fields: Project Name,
Data Link Name, Default Data File Name, and Default Log File Name.
c. Fill in the following fields with the appropriate values for the new datalink:
Project Name, Data Link Name, Default Data File Name, and Default Log
File Name.
In this example, use the boldfaced values listed in Table 1 above. See
Figure 4 and Figure 5 for the Datalink Details entries for the new
datalinks.
d. Save the Datalink Details entry to create the new datalink.

Figure 4 - Datalink Details entry for the HRPeople datalink

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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Figure 5 - Datalink Details for the ContractorPeople datalink

After a new datalink is created, you can run it by using the Import or Import &
Transport action or by using the Schedule feature to schedule regular runs of the
new datalinks. See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC
Remedy User’s Guide for more information.
For example, to run the new datalinks using the Import or Import & Transport
action:
1. From the Transport Onboarding Console, set the following options:





Console Mode = "Project"
Customer = "Effect-Tech"
Project Name = "HRPeople" or "ContractorPeople", depending on which
datalink you wish to run.

2. On the Import tab, select People Data from the drop-down menu and select
and People Data Type = "People."
3. In the Data Link field, select the datalink you wish to run:




“05a-HRFeedToPeople-Datalink” to run the datalink for HRPeople
“05b-ContractorFeedToPeople-Datalink" to run the datalink for
ContractorPeople.

NOTE: The remaining fields are auto-populated with the default values
associated with the selected datalink (Figure 6 and Figure 7).
4. Click Import Only to import data to the staging form, or click Import &
Transport to load data into the People foundation form.
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Figure 6 - Running Datalink for HRPeople

Figure 7 - Running Datalink for ContractorPeople

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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Creating a new datalink with a modified mapping and/or
modified source format
This section describes how to create a new datalink and a new mapping file to
support source data with format not currently supported by the Effective
Transport application.

Use Case – When to create a new datalink with modified mapping
The incoming data for any given data source will likely not match the format
expected by the Effective Transport application. It may be a viable option to
modify the data into the format supported by Effective Transport. Or in some
instances, it may be easier to customize the application to understand the
incoming data format.
In this example, we create a new datalink that references a new mapping file that
is created to match the custom data.
Figure 8 shows the Import settings for the datalink 02-CSVtoOrganization
Datalink. The datalink imports Organization data from the organization.csv file
(located in the C:\Datalink\Data\ directory) and uses the global configuration entry
named “- Global –“.

Figure 8 - Organization Datalink
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Steps for creating the datalink
In this example, the customer has an external data source for
Organizational/Departmental data that is normally loaded using the
02-CSVtoOrganization-Datalink datalink. The format of the data does not match
the format supported by the out-of-box Effective Transport application.
Figure 9 shows the CSV file format that is supported by the Effective Transport
application.

Figure 9 - Organization Datalink CSV file

The organizational data feed that is provided to the data load team has the
following format: two columns with names org and dept that do not match the
out-of-box CSV format. The company name is always "Effect-Tech" and is not
part of the data feed. (Table 2)
org

dept

Finance

Customer Relations

Information Technology

End User Computing

Information Technology

Procurement

Etc.
Table 2 - External source for Organizational data

The customization to create a new datalink with a modified mapping requires the
following steps:
1. Determine the attributes that will define the new datalink
2. Create the Datalink Details entry for the new datalink
3. Create the custom mapping file for the new datalink

Determining the attributes that will define the new datalink
See Step 1 from the section Creating a new datalink for an existing staging
form above for information on how to determine the attributes for the new
datalink.
In this example, the new datalink will have a new Datalink Name, Mapping
File Name, and Log File Name.
ATTRIBUTE

DEFAULT VALUE
Out-of-box
Datalinke

DEFAULT VALUE
Custom Organization
Datalink

Datalink Name

02-CSVtoOrganizationDatalink

02a-OrgDataWithCustom
Mapping

User

appadmin

appadmin

Password

NULL

NULL

Data Directory

C:\Datalink\Data\

C:\Datalink\Data\

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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ATTRIBUTE

DEFAULT VALUE
Out-of-box
Datalinke

DEFAULT VALUE
Custom Organization
Datalink

Mapping Directory

C:\Datalink\Mappings\

C:\Datalink\Mappings\

Log Directory

C:\Datalink\Logs

C:\Datalink\Logs

Data File Name

organization.csv

organization.csv

Mapping File Name

organiza.arm

customorg.arm

Log File Name

organization

customorg

Table 3 – Attributes for Organization datalinks: Out-of-box, CustomOrg (with custom mapping)

Creating the Datalink Details entry for the new datalink
For information on creating the Datalink Details entry, see Step 3 of Creating
a new datalink for an existing staging form above.

Figure 10 - Datalink Details for CustomOrg datalink

Creating the custom mapping file for the new datalink
In this example, we create a mapping file called customorg.arm.
There are several ways to create the mapping file:




Using a basic text editor to modify the existing mapping file.
Using the BMC Remedy Data Import utility to create the new mapping
file. The BMC Remedy Data Import utility generates a mapping file of
armx format. The Effective Transport application ships with the arm format,
but also supports the armx format.

Using a text editor to modify the existing mapping file
Use this option if you are an experienced user or for simple modifications.
IMPORTANT: Be sure to create a copy of the original mapping file
before you make any changes.
The out-of-box mapping file for Organization data is shown below. The initial
lines of the file correspond to the different options that are fed to the data
18
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load command line tool.
organization
SchemaName: EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage: Organization
ServerName: from-cmd-line
Import-Filename:
Import-File-Format: 2
Import-Field-Titles: 1
Import-Field-Separator:
Bad-Record-Handling: 0
Duplicate-Id-Handling: 0
Strip-White-Space: 1
Truncate-Values: 1
Disable-Required-ness: 0
Disable-Pattern: 0
Allow-Too-Many-Fields: 0
Allow-Too-Few-Fields: 0
Mapping: 1000000001=$Company*$
Mapping: 800000089=$Data Link Name$
Mapping: 200000006=$Department*$
Mapping: 1000000000=$Description$
Mapping: 1000000010=$Organization*$
Mapping: 800010309=$Record Status*$
End

To modify the existing mapping file:
1. Modify the initial line of the existing mapping file to distinguish this as a
new mapping. For example, replace organization with customorg.
2. Modify the Mapping lines. In this example, we use the values in the
Custom Organization Data column
(Table 4) to replace the out-of-box values in the existing Organization
mapping file.
In each of the Mapping lines, the left-hand numeric value corresponds to
the database FieldID of the field on the staging form. (Note that this
value may or may not match the FieldID on the foundation form itself.)
The right-hand column corresponds to the column headers of the CSV
file shown in Figure 9.

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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Table 4 lists mappings between the Staging Form FieldID and the
corresponding CSV columns for both out-of-box Organization datalink
and the new custom Organization Data datalink.
STAGING FORM
FIELDID

CSV COLUMN HEADING
Out-of-box

CSV COLUMN HEADING
Custom Organization Data

1000000001

Company*

Effect-Tech

800000089

Data Link Name

02a-OrgDataWithCustom
Mapping

200000006

Department*

dept

1000000000

Description

Effect-Tech – dept - org

1000000010

Organization*

org

800010309

Record Status*

1

Table 4 Datalink Mappings for out-of-box Organization datalink and custom Organization Data datalink

IMPORTANT: It is essential that you format the new mappings precisely.
The column headers need the dollar sign ($) around them. Any extra
line-ends or other odd characters will result in a Load Mappings error.
Plain text is entered without quotes around it.
The contents of the new mapping file will look as follows:
customorg
SchemaName: EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Organization
ServerName: from-cmd-line
Import-Filename:
Import-File-Format: 2
Import-Field-Titles: 1
Import-Field-Titles: 1
Import-Field-Separator:
Bad-Record-Handling: 0
Duplicate-Id-Handling: 0
Strip-White-Space: 1
Truncate-Values: 1
Disable-Required-ness: 0
Disable-Pattern: 0
Allow-Too-Many-Fields: 0
Allow-Too-Few-Fields: 0
Mapping: 1000000001=Effect-Tech
Mapping: 800000089=02a-OrgDataWithCustomMapping
Mapping: 200000006=$dept$
Mapping: 1000000000=Effect-Tech - $org$ - $dept$
Mapping: 1000000010=$org$
Mapping: 800010309=1
End

3. Save the mapping file and place it in the Mapping directory (by default,
C:\Datalink\Mappings\)
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Using the BMC Remedy Data Import utility to create a new
mapping file
The other means of creating the mapping file is through the BMC Remedy
Data Import utility.
1. Open the BMC Remedy Data Import utility and login.
2. Set the following values:
Source Data File=C:\Datalink\Data\orgainization.csv
Target server=<AR servername>
Target Form Name=EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:
Organization
3. Add the field value mappings shown in the Custom Organization
Data column in Table 4, and save the mapping file (ARMX
format).
For example, to add the Organization field, click Add and map
the field. $Field 0$ refers to the first column of the CSV file, which
in this example, maps to the org column (Table 2). Map the
remainder of the fields and save the changes to the mapping file
(in this example, customorg.armx).

Figure 11 - Adding the Organization Field Mapping

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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Figure 12 - Creating a new mapping file (customorg.armx) using BMC
Remedy Data Import utility

4. Modify the Default Mapping File Name in the Datalink Details entry so
the filename has the correct file extension; for example, customorg.armx,
not customorg.arm. (Note the ARMX file format.)
5. Use a text or XML editor to remove the values for the attributes filename
and destinationserver in the ARMX file, and save your changes.
<sourcefile filename="" seperator="" titles="false" type="CSV"/>
<destinationserver name=""/>
After the new datalink is created, you can run it by using the Import or Import &
Transport action or by using the Schedule feature to schedule regular runs of the
new datalinks. See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC
Remedy User’s Guide for more information.
For example, to run the custom Organization datalink:
1. From the Transport Onboarding Console, set Console Mode =
"Maintenance" and Customer = "Effect-Tech."
2. On the Import tab, select ITSM Data from the drop-down menu and select
ITSM Data Type = "Organization."
3. In the Data Link field select “02a-OrgDataWithCustomMapping.”
4. Click Import & Transport to load data to the CTM:Organization form.

22
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Figure 13 - Running the custom Organization datalink

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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Adding custom fields to an existing datalink
This section describes how to add custom fields to an existing datalink. To meet
their business needs, many implementations will add one or more custom fields
to the out-of -box BMC application forms. Any custom fields that are added to the
BMC application forms must also be added to the appropriate datalink
components.

Use Case – When to add custom fields to an existing datalink
If you add custom fields to a BMC application form, you must also add the
custom fields to the appropriate datalink in order for these fields to be present in
the foundation or application data.

Steps for adding the custom fields
The customization of adding custom fields to an existing datalink requires the
following steps:
1. Add the custom fields to the staging form
2. Update the CSV and mapping files with the custom fields
3. Identify the workflow to update

Adding the custom fields to the staging form
In this example, there is a requirement to add a field Site Code to the ITSM
foundation form SIT:Site. The field is initially added into the SIT:Site form using
BMC Remedy Developer Studio. In this example, assume the database FieldID
for that field is 800000001. We will add the same field, with the same FieldID, to
the appropriate staging form.
NOTE: To determine which staging form you need to update for a particular
foundation form, see the supplement to the Effective Transport Data
Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide that is appropriate for the data
type you are working with (e.g. ITSM/People, Asset/ CMDB, SRM or SLM).
In this example, the staging form for Site (Location) data is EffectTech:Datalink:
QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Location.
1. Use BMC Remedy Developer Studio to add the custom field to the staging
form (Figure 14).
NOTE: Follow the best practice of having a database name that exactly
matches the Display Name. In this case, create an overlay and add the
Site Code field to the form EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Location.

24
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Figure 14 - Custom field in Location staging form

2. For the field permissions, use the role ET Promote User (Change),
ET Transport Admin (Change), ET Transport User (Change), and
Public (View).

Figure 15 Custom field Permissions in staging form

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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Updating the CSV & mapping files with the custom field
After you have updated the staging form, you must update the CSV and mapping
files that correspond to the data that you are working with.
In this example, we will update the CSV and mapping files for the Site/Location
data (location.csv and location.arm, respectively)
1. Update the appropriate CSV file by adding a column that corresponds to the
new custom field.
In this example, we add a new column Site Code to the Site/Location CSV
file, location.csv. (The location.csv file ships with the Effective Transport
application.) You can add the column anywhere between the first column
Data Link Name and the last column Submitter. (Figure 16)

Figure 16 – Custom Field shown in CSV file

2. Update the appropriate mapping file (arm or armx format) with mapping to the
new custom field.
NOTE: For information on how to update the mapping file, see the above
section Creating the custom mapping file for the new datalink. The default
mapping file for the 03-CSVtoLocation-Datalink datalink, location.arm, is
located in the Mappings subdirectory of the Datalink install directory.
The contents of the location.arm file are as follows:
location
SchemaName: EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Location
ServerName: from-cmd-line
Import-Filename:
Import-File-Format: 2
Import-Field-Titles: 1
Import-Field-Separator:
Bad-Record-Handling: 0
Duplicate-Id-Handling: 0
Strip-White-Space: 1
Truncate-Values: 1
Disable-Required-ness: 0
Disable-Pattern: 0
Allow-Too-Many-Fields: 0
Allow-Too-Few-Fields: 0
Mapping: 1000000004=$City*$
Mapping: 1000000001=$Company*$
Mapping: 1000000002=$Country*$
Mapping: 800000180=$Region$
Mapping: 800000181=$Site*$
Mapping: 800000183=$Site Group$
26
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Mapping: 1000000003=$State/Province$
Mapping: 1000000037=$Street$
Mapping: 1000000541=$TimeZone$
Mapping: 1000000039=$Zip/Postal Code$
Mapping: 1000000000=$Description$
Mapping: 800000089=$Data Link Name$
Mapping: 800002555=$Site Aliases$
Mapping: 800010309=$Record Status*$
Mapping: 1000001263=$Additional Site Details$
end

In this example, we updated the location.arm mapping file to include a line that
maps to the new field Site Code (see the last Mapping line before the end of
this mapping file). The contents of the revised mapping file will be as follows:
location
SchemaName: EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Location
ServerName: from-cmd-line
Import-Filename:
Import-File-Format: 2
Import-Field-Titles: 1
Import-Field-Separator:
Bad-Record-Handling: 0
Duplicate-Id-Handling: 0
Strip-White-Space: 1
Truncate-Values: 1
Disable-Required-ness: 0
Disable-Pattern: 0
Allow-Too-Many-Fields: 0
Allow-Too-Few-Fields: 0
Mapping: 1000000004=$City*$
Mapping: 1000000001=$Company*$
Mapping: 1000000002=$Country*$
Mapping: 800000180=$Region$
Mapping: 800000181=$Site*$
Mapping: 800000183=$Site Group$
Mapping: 1000000003=$State/Province$
Mapping: 1000000037=$Street$
Mapping: 1000000541=$TimeZone$
Mapping: 1000000039=$Zip/Postal Code$
Mapping: 1000000000=$Description$
Mapping: 800000089=$Data Link Name$
Mapping: 800002555=$Site Aliases$
Mapping: 800010309=$Record Status*$
Mapping: 1000001263=$Additional Site Details$
Mapping: 800000001=$Site Code$
end

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide
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Identifying the workflow to update
For any given staging form, there are one or more filters that push into an
underlying application form. You can use BMC Remedy Developer Studio to
display a list of only those filters that are associated with a particular staging form
(using a Working List – View by option), and sort the filters in ascending
execution order.
In this example, we use BMC Remedy Developer Studio to determine which
filters on the EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Location staging form are
pushing to the SIT:Site foundation form.

Figure 17 - Filters on the Location/Site staging form

The workflow for the Effective Transport application follows a strict convention for
filters that push into a foundation form. These filters all end with the “back-tick
bang” (`!) characters to force the filters to execute sooner than they otherwise
would. This convention allows a developer to easily identify the filters that need
to be updated with the custom field; the filters will always have a later execution
order and therefore be towards the bottom of this list. Finally, the name of the
filter indicates the form to which the filter is doing the push fields.
At execution order 520, we see a filter with the back-tick bang named
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Loc:520:AddCTMRegion`! This filter is doing a push
fields, but it is pushing to the CTM:Region form, as indicated by the filter name. If
the new custom field was on the CTM:Region form, you would need to update this
filter.
Further down the list are filters that push to the SIT:SiteGroup form, and below
those filters is a filter named EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Loc:730:AddSITSiteINT`! The
name of this filter indicates that it pushes to the foundation form that we are
interested in, SIT:Site. The Push Field action on this filter needs to be updated with
the Site Code field.
NOTE: To avoid overflow and leading and trailing blanks, the Push Fields action
should trim and truncate the values from the Site Code field that it pushes into
the SIT:Site form. In this case, because the Site Code field on the Location staging
form has a character length of 255, the Push Fields will push the following into
the Site Code field on the SIT:Site form (Figure 18):
LEFTC(RTRIM(LTRIM($Site Code$)), 60)
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Figure 18 - Filter with updated Push Fields

In this example in which the Location datalink is pushing to the SIT:Site form, we
needed to update only a single filter. In other instances, such as with the People
datalink, multiple filters will need to be updated. Follow the guidelines described
in this section to identify the appropriate filters.
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Chapter 3
Advanced Customizations
This chapter provides instructions for the following advanced customizations:
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Creating a new datalink and new staging form (custom data)
Adding validation on a new or existing datalink
Adding custom fields to a default Simplified Data Collection (SDC) definition
Adding custom fields to the Export feature
Expanding the Data Transformation capability
Expanding the Cleanup Forms feature (bulk delete of ITSM data)
Using a data source other than a CSV file
Adding Permission Groups to Effective Transport

Effective Technologies

Creating a new datalink and new staging form (custom
data)
This section describes how to create a new datalink with a new staging form to
support the import of custom data.

Use Case – When to use a new datalink and staging form
An implementation may sometimes have a fairly significant customization that
requires either a one-time bulk load (per environment) or a repeated bulk load,
into a custom (non-BMC) form. If the data load process is a simple one with a
straightforward mapping, or if the data load needs to be run only once or twice,
then the data can be loaded using the command line or the BMC Remedy Data
Import utility; a new datalink is probably not warranted.
NOTE: A custom form is the target form into which the external data will
ultimately reside. The data is first processed through a staging form and then
pushed into the custom form.
However, in instances where the data needs to be loaded repeatedly, or if some
validation is required on the data, the Effective Transport application provides the
framework to rapidly fill these requirements through the creation of a new
datalink and staging form.
In this example, the implementation has built a time tracking tool (My Time
Tracking Application) that integrates with the BMC Remedy ITSM application.
The primary form within the time-tracking application has a field called Project
Code that is defined as follows:



The Project Code field needs to be populated by a menu that reflects only
valid and current project code values.



Each project code needs to be associated to a Company-OrganizationDepartment construct within ITSM (i.e. a given Organization/Department
within a Company has authorization to use certain Project Codes).



The project codes are created and assigned a funding source in an external
(non-Remedy) tool.



The external tool exports a file on a nightly basis with the current project
codes and the corresponding departments that are authorized to use each
project code.



The custom application includes the form MyTTApp:ProjectCodes to hold these
project codes.

Such an implementation warrants a new datalink with its own custom staging
form and some validation workflow.

Steps for creating the datalink and staging form
The customization of creating a new datalink with a new staging form requires
the following steps:
1. Create a deployable application
2. Create a new staging form
3. Attach workflow to the new staging form
4. Create a DSO (distributed mapping) entry (if using the Promote feature)
5. Create the data entries
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Menu Items form
Forms Names Lookup form
Datalink Details entry
Project and Configuration entry (optional)

6. Create the CSV and mapping files

Creating a deployable application
Before you create a new staging form for a custom form, use the BMC Remedy
Developer Studio to create a deployable application in Best Practice
Customization mode. In this example, we created the deployable application
Effective Custom My Time Tracking Application that uses the same roles as the main
Transport deployable application Effective Enterprise Datalink (Figure 19). See
documentation on BMC Remedy Developer Studio for information on how to
create a deployable application.

Figure 19 - Permissions for Custom Time Tracking deployable application
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NOTE: Make sure the roles are defined on the Roles form for the custom
deployable application. You can use the web client to access the Roles form to
define the roles and to add the roles for the new deployable application
(Figure 20). You can look at the roles from the Effective Enterprise Datalink
deployable application for reference.

Figure 20 - Roles for the custom deployable application
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Creating a new staging form
You create the new staging form by using the Save As option on
an existing staging form.
To create a new staging form:
1. Within the datalink architecture, locate an existing Transport staging form
that is comparable to the custom form into which the data will be loaded.
In this example, the custom application form is MyTTApp:ProjectCodes
(Figure 21).

Figure 21 - Custom form MyTTApp:ProjectCodes

2. Select an existing staging form with a comparable number of fields.
In this example, the number of fields is minimal. The custom form has
several fields in common with the Organization datalink, so the Organization
staging form would be a good form to use as the starting point.
3. Open the existing staging form in BMC Remedy Developer Studio and use
the Save As option to save the form with a descriptive name.
In this example, we started with the existing Organization staging form
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Organization, made initial updates to
the header text, and saved the resulting staging form as
Custom:EffectTech:MyTimeTrack:Stage:ProjectCode. The new custom staging form is
almost identical to the original Organization staging form (Figure 22).
NOTE: When saving the new staging form, use a naming convention that will
help you easily locate and identify the purpose of the form. In the example,
the prefix Custom:EffectTech allows you to see all custom staging forms created
for Effective Transport listed together in BMC Remedy Developer Studio.
Instead of using Custom, you might choose to use a company code (for
example, CS for. for Calbro Services) to list together all custom staging forms
associated with that company. Including MyTimeTrack allows you to see at a
glance that the staging form belongs to the My Time Tracking application,
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and including :Stage: allows you to locate the form when you search for all
staging forms within the BMC Remedy Developer Studio tool.

Figure 22 - Custom staging form after initial Save As on Organization staging form

4. Modify the fields in the new staging form to reflect the fields in the custom
form; in this example, the custom form MyTTApp:ProjectCodes.
The custom staging form differs from the out-of-box Organization staging
form in the following ways:




The Company and Organization fields are optional.




The Project Code field must be added.

The Department field is a required field to which the Project Code needs
to be related.
The Staging ID should reflect Project Code (PRJ) instead of Organization
(ORG), as it does in Figure 22.

NOTE: All other fields, both hidden and visible, should be left alone so they
can be leveraged by shared staging form workflow.
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The updated form will look something like this:

Figure 23 - Updated staging form for Project Codes

NOTE: In the updated staging form, Project Code and Department appear as
required fields, and they are designated as such because they are required
in the custom form. However, in the staging form, they are actually optional
fields with display attributes to make them appear as if they are required
fields. This is important in optimizing the chances that the incoming data
reaches the staging form, and allows the staging form to determine if there is
missing or invalid data.
5. Add the new staging form to the deployable application you created earlier.
In this example, add the staging form Custom:EffectTech:MyTimeTrack:Stage:
ProjectCode to the deployable application Effective Custom My Time Tracking
Application.

Figure 24 - Adding custom staging form to custom deployable application
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6. Adjust the permissions of the fields. Read/write fields on Transport staging
forms typically have the permissions listed in Figure 25. Trim and temporary
fields have Public (Change) permission. If you are unsure about the
permissions to use, you can check similar fields on an existing staging form
for reference.

Figure 25 Transport Staging Form Field Permissions

Attaching workflow to the new staging form
After the new staging form is created, you need to add the required workflow to
the staging form.
Shared Workflow
There is some out-of-box Transport workflow that is common to all datalinks. You
can attach shared workflow to the new staging form by cloning it (a safer option
for the upgrade path) or by attaching it to the new staging form using overlays. If
you use the latter option, you may need to recreate the overlays if the underlying
base workflow changes (for example, with patches).
The workflow that must be cloned or updated contain the substring :Shared: in
their name. There are three different groups of workflow:





active links
filters and filter guides
DSO-related workflow filters (for data promotion)

To attach the shared workflow to the new staging form:
1. Use BMC Remedy Developer Studio to display the list of workflow that is
associated to any EffectTech staging form; in this case, the staging form that
was just cloned, EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Organization.
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2. Clone or create (using overlays) the following shared active links, filter and
filter guides, and DSO-related workflow filters.
NOTE: You can either bulk modify these filters and filter guides or clone them
by exporting and changing the name of the filters to suit your own purposes.
If you make a private (cloned) copy of this workflow, it can be reused on all
future custom staging forms.
Active links








EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:010:Shared:AttachCustomerMenu
EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:100:Shared:btnClose
EffectTech:Datalink:Shared:010:SetReadOnlyColor
EffectTech:Datalink:Shared:DisableCustomer
EffectTech:DTGS:Shared:DisableProjectName
EffectTech:DTGS:Shared:UnhideProjectName

Figure 26 - List of shared active links

Filter and filter guides with the following :Shared: prefixes :



EffectTech:Datalink:ACL:Shared (Figure 27)
For example, the ACL filter EffectTech:Datalink:ACL:Shared:GetCompanyPermID
or the filter guide EffectTech:Datalink:ACL:Shared:OverwriteAccessList.

Figure 27 - List of shared ACL filter and filter guides
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EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:???:Shared:, where ??? is a numeric substring
(Figure 28)
For examples, EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:050:Shared:GetStatusSetting,
EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:DSEG:Shared:CheckIfCustomerNULL and
EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:DSEG:Shared:SetCustomerIID.

SetProjectID filter



EffectTech:DTGS:Shared:SetProjectID

Figure 28 - List of shared foundation filters

DSO-related workflow filters
NOTE: If you will be using DSO to promote data, you need to clone or share
the following workflow filters:






EffectTech:DTGS:DSO:Shared:SetAdminTransferStatus
EffectTech:DTGS:DSO:Shared:StagedCheckForDSOStatusGoToXfr
EffectTech:DTGS:DSO:Shared:StagedThisIsDSOTargetSetStatus
EffectTech:DTGS:DSO:XFR:Org:TransferOrg

Figure 29 - List of DSO filters

3. If you will be using DSO for data promotion, create a DSO mapping for
Project Code and use this mapping on the DSO action. For example, the
cloned filter migh be named Custom:EffectTech:MyTimeTrack:DSO:PRJ:Transfer
ProjectCode.
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Custom Workflow
There are two custom filters that are required for all datalinks. These custom
filters enable the user to push the data from a staging form to the appropriate
BMC application form.
In the list of workflow for a staging form (in this case, the Organization staging
form), these custom filters are the last two filters in the execution order. The
second to last filter pushes fields to the target foundation form, or in this case, to
the custom Project Codes form. The last filter sets the Status to "Processed."
For the Organization staging form, these two custom filters are:
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Org:700:AddToCTMPeopleOrganization`!
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Org:899:SetStatusToProcessed
To attach custom workflow to the new staging form:
1. Clone or share the two custom filters, and save them with descriptive names
to indicate the custom form that they pertain to and their function.
In this example, you might name the custom filters as follows:
Custom:EffectTech:MyTimeTrack:PRJ:700:AddToMyTTAppProjectCode`!
Custom:EffectTech:MyTimeTrack:PRJ:899:SetStatusToProcessed
NOTE: The MyTimeTrack portion of the name indicates they are custom filters,
and PRJ indicates they are associated with the Project Codes form.
For the filter that does the Push Fields action:




Use the back-tick bang (`!) at the end of the filter.
Trim and truncate all fields that are part of the Push Fields action as
described in the Site Code example above or in the Best Practices
(Appendix A).

2. Clone or share the filter EffectTech:DTGS:Org:GetPrimaryDataFor
ResultsTable. This filter sets the Data column on the tables in the Transport
Onboarding Console.
On the Set Fields action, set the Primary Data that you want displayed on the
Onboarding Console table to describe the entry.
For example, the cloned filter might be named Custom:EffectTech:MyTime
Track:PRJj:GetPrimaryDataForResultsTable and the Primary Data may be set to
$Company$ + “ “ + $Project Code$ + “ “ + $Department$.
Additional workflow is needed to make the new datalink more useful and bulletproof. See the following section
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Adding validation on a new or existing datalink for more information about what
that workflow might look like. At this point, the workflow is in place to allow
creation of the data entries necessary to run or schedule the new datalink.

Creating a DSO (distribute mapping) entry
If you use the Promote feature, you need to create a distributed mapping for the
new staging form. In this section, we clone the distributed mapping
EffectTech:DTGS:MapOrgStage in Best Practice Customization mode and save the
cloned distributed mapping as Custom:EffectTech:DTGS:MapProjectCodeStage.
1. Open the distributed mapping EffectTech:DTGS:MapOrgStage.
a. Change the From Server Name and To Server Name values to the local
server name.
b. Change the From Form Name and To Form Name to
Custom:EffectTech:MyTimeTrack:Stage:ProjectCode.
c. Use the Save As option to save the file under a descriptive name; in this
example, Custom:EffectTech:DTGS:MapProjectCodeStage.

Figure 30 Distributed mapping for the staging form

Creating the data entries
After you attached workflow to the new staging form, you need to create the
following data entries for the datalink:



Entry on the Transport Menu Items form.
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This entry is required for the datalink to display on the Transport Onboarding
Console. This entry provides the Data Type value needed to create the
Datalink Details entry.

Figure 31 - Effective Menu Items form



Entry on the Transport Foundation Form Names Lookup form.
This entry is needed to open the App Data on the Onboarding Console.

Figure 32 - Transport Foundation Form Names Lookup
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For information on creating the Datalink Details entry, see the section
Creating a new datalink for an existing staging form. In this example, the
Datalink Details entry might have a datalink name specified as
95-CustomMyTimeTrackProjectCodes.

Figure 33 - Datalink Details entry for Project Code



Transport Project and Configuration entry, if needed. For information on
creating a Transport Project and a Configuration entry, see the section
Creating a new datalink for an existing staging form.

Creating the CSV and mapping Files
The last step in this customization is to create the CSV and mapping files for the
new staging form.
CSV File
Create a CSV file with the appropriate column headers to match the fields in the
new staging form.
NOTE: You can copy and save an existing CSV file to use as a starting point for
the new CSV file.



Leave the first column (Data Link Name) and last column (Submitter) as they
are.



In the first column (Data Link Name), enter the name of the new datalink
exactly as it is specified in the Datalink Details entry.
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In this example, we used the existing CSV file organization.csv as a starting point.
This new CSV file might look something like this:

Figure 34 - New CSV file for Project Code datalink

Mapping File
Create a mapping file for the new staging form as described in the section
Creating a new datalink with a modified mapping and/or modified source format.
In this example, the contents of the mapping file (which might be named
projectcode.arm) might look something like this:
projectcode
SchemaName: Custom:MyTimeTrack:Stage:ProjectCode
ServerName: from-cmd-line
Import-Filename:
Import-File-Format: 2
Import-Field-Titles: 1
Import-Field-Separator:
Bad-Record-Handling: 0
Duplicate-Id-Handling: 0
Strip-White-Space: 1
Truncate-Values: 1
Disable-Required-ness: 0
Disable-Pattern: 0
Allow-Too-Many-Fields: 0
Allow-Too-Few-Fields: 0
Mapping: 1000000001=$Company$
Mapping: 800000089=$Data Link Name$
Mapping: 200000006=$Department$
Mapping: 1000000000=$Description$
Mapping: 1000000010=$Organization$
Mapping: 800000001=$Project Code$
end

Running the new datalink
Before you run the new datalink, verify the following items are in place:





New mapping file is in the Mappings directory
CSV file is in the Data directory
Datalink Details and Configuration entries have the correct references
(source data, mapping and log files) to import the data

You can run the datalink using the Import & Transport action. If the customization
was completed correctly, data from the CSV file will be imported into the staging
form, and from there, the data will be pushed into the custom Project Code form.
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NOTE: If the data did not load as expected, review the log created in the Logs
directory for errors. The most likely problem is invalid data. For example, since
the custom Project Code form is performing validation on the data, invalid
Department values would be flagged during Transport. You need to add
validation workflow to the staging form in order for the staging form to flag invalid
data during Import. For adding validation workflow, see the following section
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Adding validation on a new or existing datalink.

Figure 35 - Datalink Run for Project Code
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Adding validation on a new or existing datalink
This section describes how to provide additional validation to a new or existing
datalink.

Use Case – When to add additional validation
A BMC application implementation may have additional validation criteria that do
not apply universally. For example, a given implementation may require an
Accounting Code when adding/modifying a person into CTM:People, though that
field is NOT required in the out-of-box Effective Transport application. In this
case, you could add a filter to the staging form for the existing People datalink
(05-CSVtoPeople-Datalink) to check for an Accounting Code. If the Accounting
Code is not found, the best practice is to flag it as an error in the staging form.
To create a filter to handle errors, you can clone the workflow in any of the filters
that are named with –ERROR at the end; for example, EffectTech:Datalink:People:615:
QSS:LocationSiteCheckCityEmpty-ERROR. These filters will always set a field with an
Error message, call a guide to handle the errors, and exit the flow.
The previous section describes the process for creating a custom datalink and
staging form. In most cases, a datalink that is created for custom purposes will
also require additional validation.
In the example from the previous section, the staging form that was created
contained a field Project Code, and those Project Code values were associated
with a Company-Organization-Department value. The target form
MyTTApp:ProjectCodes defined those fields (Company, Organization and
Department) so that they are restricted by $MENU$ and do not accept just any
value. If the staging form does not perform validation on the data, any invalid
data will fail to load to the target form. Errors will appear in the log file, but the
errors would not be apparent when reviewing the staging form data. Additional
validation workflow on the staging form will resolve this issue.

Defining and adding the validation workflow
Use the BMC Remedy Developer Studio to narrow the list of filters to only those
that apply to the staging form for which you are building the validation workflow.
In the example from the previous section, there is shared workflow at the early
execution orders and the Push Fields workflow at the end. The validation
workflow will be inserted between those two types of workflow.
To define the validation workflow:
1. Create a filter to check if data is valid by pulling an appropriate value from the
target foundation/application form, and setting a temp field.
For the Project Code example above, you might create a filter to check if the
Company-Organization-Department data is valid.
2. Create a second filter to handle data errors. You can clone any filter that
ends in -ERROR to perform the error handling via a guide if the temp field is
NULL.
3. Test the validation workflow.
a. Create two entries in the CSV file: one entry with a valid value and the
second entry with an invalid value. In the Project Code example, provide
valid and invalid values for Company-Organization-Department.
b. Run the datalink using the Import action.
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Both entries should import to the staging form. If the validation workflow
performed as expected, one entry should have a status of Processed, while
the other has a status of Error.
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Adding custom fields to a default Simplified Data
Collection (SDC) definition
This section describes how to add custom fields to a default simplified data file
definition (SDC definition). Many BMC Remedy customers modify Transport
datalinks to support custom fields that were added to the out-of-box BMC
application forms. To use these customized datalinks with Effective Transport's
Simplified Data Collection (SDC) feature, you must add the custom fields to the
appropriate default SDC definitions. The SDC feature allows you to modify the
CSV files to make the data collection process easier.
NOTE: You must have ET Transport Manager or ET Transport Admin
permissions to access the SDC feature.

Use Case – When to add custom fields to a default SDC definition
If you added custom fields to a datalink and you wish to use Effective Transport's
SDC feature to simplify the associated CSV file, you must add the custom fields
to the default SDC definition for that data type.
In this example, the custom field Record Status* (a required field) will be added
to the default SDC definition for Generic Category data. The Record Status* field
has already been added to the foundation form CFG:GenericCatalog and the
Generic Category datalink
20-CSVtoGenericCategory-Datalink.

Steps for adding custom fields to a default SDC definition
The customization process of adding a custom field to a default SDC definition
consists of the following steps:
1. Add the custom field to the Simplified Data File Definition Fields form
EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields.
2. Locate the Field Instance ID and the File Definition Instance ID values for the
custom field.
3. Add the custom field to the Simplified Data File Definition Values form
EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionValues.
4. Review definition in the Transport: Simplified Data File Definitions window
5. (optional) Create Predefined Value menu entries for the custom field. This
step is required for custom fields that must have predefined values available
in the Mapping File Columns table.

Adding the custom field to the Simplified Data File Definition Fields form
In this step of the customization process, the custom field Record Status* is
added to the Simplified Data File Definition Fields form
EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields. For this example, assume the Record Status* field
has a database Field ID of 800010309 and database Field Name of Record
Status.
NOTE: This Simplified Data File Definition Fields form
EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields contains all fields (columns) in a CSV file that can
be made available through the SDC feature; by default, this form contains all
fields in the out-of-box CSV file for each data type.
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1. Use BMC Remedy Mid-Tier to open the Simplified Data File Definition Fields
form EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields. The form opens in Search mode.
http://<host>/arsys/forms/<arserver>/EffectTech%3ASDC%3AFileDefinitionFields

2. Search for all active fields that are associated with the default SDC definition
the custom field will be added to.
a. In the Data Type* field, select the appropriate data type from the dropdown menu.
b. Set Status* to 'Active.'
c.

Click Search. All active fields for the selected default SDC definition
appear in the search results.

Figure 36 - Search for Generic Category on Simplified Data File Definition Fields form

3. Increase the Default Sort Order value for the Submitter field entry.
a. Sort the search results by the Default Sort Order column and note the
current value for the Submitter entry. The new field will use this Default
Sort Order value.
NOTE: The Submitter column is required to mark the end of the data
columns. It is always the last column in all Transport CSV files, and
therefore, must always have the highest Default Sort Order value.
Because it cannot be removed from the CSV files, the Submitter column
entry does not appear in the Transport: Simplified Data File Definitions
window. However, the Submitter column is automatically added to the
end of the CSV files at the time of file generation.
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Figure 37 -Entries sorted by Default Sort Order on the Simplified Data File Definition Fields form

b. In the search results, select the entry for the Submitter field (Field Name*
= 'Submitter').
c.

On the Simplified Data File Definitions Fields tab for the Submitter entry,
increase the Default Sort Order value by one.
NOTE: In this example, the Default Sort Order value for Submitter was
increased from 28 to 29.

4. Create an entry for the custom field on the Simplified Data File Definition
Fields form.
a. Click New request.
b. Enter the appropriate values for the custom field:



Data Type* – From the drop-down menu, select the data type (of the
SDC definition) that the custom field will be added to; in this
example, 'Generic Category'.



Field ID* – Enter the database Field ID of the custom field; in this
example, '800010309'.



Field Name* – Enter the database Field Name of the custom field; in
this example, 'Record Status'.



Field Data Type* – From the drop-down menu, select the data type
(classification) of the custom field; in this example, 'Character'.



Required Field* – Enter 'Yes', 'No', or 'Maybe'; in this example,
'Yes'. Use 'Maybe' for a conditionally required field; that is, a field
that will be required if another field has a particular value.



Default Column Label* – Enter the column heading that will appear
in the CSV file for the custom field; in this example, 'Record Status*'.
Note that the Default Column Label* does not need to match the
Field Name*.



Default Sort Order – Enter a numeric value to specify the order in
which the custom field (column) will appear in the CSV file. If you do
not specify a value, the field will appear at the beginning of the CSV
file.
Use the original Default Sort Order value for the Submitter entry—in
this example, '28'—to add the custom field after all other entries and
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immediately before the Submitter field. Note that the Submitter field
must always have the highest Default Sort Order value.
If you wish to place the custom field in another spot in the CSV file,
you must modify the Default Sort Order values for the other field
entries accordingly.



Line Type – Specify a Line Type value only if the custom field is
dependent on the value in the Line Type field.
NOTE: For example, with the Task Group Template datalink, the
field Child Name* is required if Line Type has a value of Flow. The
Line Type field does not exist for all Transport datalinks. If the new
field is associated with multiple line types, you need to create a
Simplified Data File Definition Fields entry (all with the same values)
for each line type.

c.

Click Save to create the new entry.

Figure 38 - Entry for Record Status field on Simplified Data File Definition Fields form

Locating the Field Instance ID and File Definition Instance ID values
After you created a Simplified Data File Definition Fields entry for the custom
field, you need to locate the Field Instance ID and File Definition Instance ID
values for the field. These values are needed to create an entry in the Simplified
Data File Definition Values form EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionValues, as described in
the following section.
1. Locate the Field Instance ID value:
a. Use BMC Remedy Mid-Tier to open the Simplified Data File Definition
Fields form EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields. The form opens in Search
mode.
http://<host>/arsys/forms/<arserver>/EffectTech%3ASDC%3AFileDefinitionF
ields

b. Specify the Data Type* and Field Name*, and click Search to locate the
entry for the custom field.
c. On the System tab, copy and save the Instance Id value for the field.
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Figure 39 - Instance ID for Record Status entry on Simplified Data File Definition Fields form

2. Locate the File Definition Instance ID value.
a. Use BMC Remedy Mid-Tier to open the Simplified Data File Definitions
Files Fields Values join form EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFilesFieldsValues_join.
The form opens in Search mode.
http://<host>/arsys/forms/<arserver>/EffectTech%3ASDC%3AFileDefinition
FilesFieldsValues_join

b. Click Advanced search (on the top navigation bar) and use the following
search criteria to locate the field entries in the default file definition for the
specified data type.
'Customer*' = "-Global-" AND 'Configuration Name*' = "SDC Default
Definitions" AND 'Record Type' = "Default" AND 'Data Type*' =
"<Transport data type>"
NOTE: In this example, 'Data Type*' is set to "Generic Category" to
locate the entries in the default Generic Category SDC definition.
c.

Copy and save the Instance Id value for the file definition.

Figure 40 - Instance ID for SDC_Generic Category definition on the Simplified Data File Definitions
Files Fields Values join form
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Adding the custom field to the Simplified Data File Definition Values form
Entries in the Simplified Data File Definition Values form determine the columns
and their placement in the Mapping File Columns or Data File Columns table,
sort order, and help text that appear in the Transport: Simplified Data File
Definitions window.
You need the Field Instance ID and File Definition Instance ID values, along with
the Default Sort Order and Default Column Label values (specified in the
Simplified Data File Definitions form EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields), to complete
the Simplified Data File Definition Values form.
1. Use BMC Remedy Mid-Tier to open the Simplified Data File Definition Values
form EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionValues. Click New request mode.
http://<host>/arsys/forms/<arserver>/EffectTech%3ASDC%3AFileDefinitionValues

2. Enter the appropriate values for the custom field.



Field Instance Id* – Enter the Instance Id of the entry created in the
Simplified Data File Definitions Fields form EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields.




Status – Set to Active.



Visible – Enter 'Yes' or 'No' to indicate which table (in the Transport:
Simplified Data File Definitions window) the field will appear in
 Yes – Field appears in the Data File Columns table.
 No – Field appears in the Mapping File Columns table.





Custom Column Label – Leave blank.



Help Text – Enter appropriate text to assist users in populating the field
correctly. Contents of the Help Text field appear in the Help Text field of
the Data File Columns table.



Help Text 2 – Enter text only if the custom field was specified as a
conditionally required field; that is, Required Field* = 'Maybe' in the
Simplified Data File Definitions Fields form EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields.
Provide appropriate text to explain the conditional requirements of the
field. Contents of the Help Text 2 field appears in the Notes field of the
Mapping File Columns table.



Report Column Label – Enter the value specified in the Default Column
Label field in the Simplified Data File Definitions Fields form
EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields. The Report Column Label value is used to
identify the field in the help text report.

File Definition Instance ID – Enter the Instance Id of the default file
definition.

Predefined Value – Leave blank.
Sort Order – Enter the value specified in the Default Sort Order field in
the Simplified Data File Definitions Fields form
EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields.

3. Click Save to create the entry.
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Reviewing the definition in the Transport: Simplified Data File Definitions window
After you have created the entry for the custom field in the Simplified Data File
Definition Values form, you can view the SDC definition in the Transport:
Simplified Data File Definitions window to determine if the field was added
successfully.
1. Use BMC Remedy Mid-Tier to open the Simplified Data File Definitions form
EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinition. The form opens in Search mode.
http://<host>/arsys/forms/<arserver>/EffectTech%3ASDC%3AFileDefinition
2. Use the following search criteria to locate the appropriate default SDC
definition.
'Customer*' = "-Global-" AND 'Configuration Name*' = "SDC Default
Definitions" AND 'Record Type' = "Default" AND 'Data Type*' = "<Transport
data type>"
NOTE: In this example, 'Data Type*' is set to "Generic Category" to locate
the default Generic Category SDC definition.
4. Locate the custom field entry in the Data File Columns or Mapping File
Columns table.
If it was added successfully, the custom field appears in one of the tables.
The location of the field depends on the value specified in the Visible field of
the Simplified Data File Definition Values form
EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionValues.

Figure 41 - Record Status field added to the default SDC definition for Generic Category
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Creating Predefined Value menu entries for the custom field (optional)
This step of the customization process populates a drop-down menu with
predefined values for an entry in the Mapping File Columns table. You must
complete this step if the custom field requires that predefined values are
available for selection in the Mapping File Columns table.

Figure 42 - Predefined Value drop-down menu for the Record Status* field

To create a menu of predefined values for a custom field:
1. Use BMC Remedy Mid-Tier to open the Simplified Data File Definition
Search Menu form EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionSearchMenu. Click New Request.
http://<host>/arsys/forms/<arserver>/EffectTech%3ASDC%3AFileDefinition
SearchMenu
2. Enter the appropriate values for the custom field:



Data Type* – From the drop-down menu, select the data type of the
default SDC definition the custom field was added to; in this example,
Data Type* = 'Generic Category'.



Field Name* – From the drop-down menu, select the field the menu will
be created for; in this example, Field Name* = 'Record Status'. The Field
ID field is auto-populated based on the Field Name* selected.

Figure 43 - Simplified Data File Definition Search Menu form entry for Record Status field (Generic
Category SDC definition)
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Qualification* – Enter a valid SQL select statement to create the values
that appear in the Predefined Values drop-down menu.

Figure 44 - SQL qualification in Simplified Data File Definition Search Menu form

Observe the following rules that apply to the SQL select statement to
ensure the expected data is returned when the statement is executed.
You can enter any valid SQL select statement to retrieve the necessary
values.



The first column in the 'select' clause determines the label that
appears in the Predefined Value drop-down menu.



The second column in the 'select' clause determines the actual value
that populates the Predefined Value field (in the Mapping File
Columns table) when a selection is made from the drop-down menu.



To specify a form in the 'from' clause, the best practice is to use the
actual form name surrounded by '@' (e.g.
@EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:MenuItems@). At runtime, @<form name>@
will be replaced with the actual database view name for the form.
Effect-Tech recommends you use this format as the table or view
name for the form can vary from system to system. Note that only
one form can be specified in the 'from' clause when using this format.

3. Click Save to create the entry.
After you have created the entry, you can review the definition—as described in
Reviewing the definition in the Transport: Simplified Data File Definitions
window—to verify the predefined values menu appears when the custom field is
moved to the Mapping File Columns table.
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Adding custom fields to the Export feature
This section describes how to add custom fields to Effective Transport's Export
feature. Many BMC Remedy customers modify Transport datalinks to support
custom fields that were added to the out-of-box BMC forms. To use these
customized datalinks with Effective Transport's Export feature, you must add the
custom fields to the underlying configuration forms. The Export feature allows
you to export select BMC foundation data into the Transport CSV file format.

Use Case – When to add custom fields to export
You need to add custom fields to the Export feature if you added custom fields to
a datalink and wish to include these fields when exporting BMC foundation data
into Transport CSV files.
The example used below illustrates how to include for export the field Accounting
Number from the BMC foundation form CTM:People. The Accounting Name field
already exists on the CTM:People form, but is not part of the out-of-box
Transport People datalink. In the example, assume the People datalink 05CSVtoPeople-Datalink had been customized to include the Accounting Number
field. Note that the BMC foundation form CTM:People is associated with the
Transport staging form EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:People.

Steps for adding a custom field to the Export feature
The customization process for adding a custom field to Export consists of the
following steps:
1. Identify the field name(s) and field ID(s) of the custom field in the staging and
BMC forms.
2. Add the custom field to the Simplified Data File Definition Fields form
EffectTech:SDC:FileDefinitionFields.
3. Add the custom field to the Effective Export Mapping form
EffectTech:EXP:Mappings.

Identifying the field names and field IDs of the custom field
For each custom field, identify the field name and database field ID for the field in
the Transport staging form and the corresponding field name and field ID on the
BMC foundation form. Note that field name and field ID for the custom field may
not have the same values in both the staging and foundation forms.
NOTE: For this example, assume the field name for the custom Accounting
Name field is Accounting Name and that the database field ID is 240000042 in
both the People staging form and the BMC People foundation form.

Adding the custom field to the Simplified Data File Definition Fields form
Complete the steps in Adding the custom field to the Simplified Data File
Definition Fields form from the section Adding custom fields to a default
Simplified Data Collection (SDC) definition.
Figure 45 shows the entry for the Accounting Name field in the Simplified Data
File Definition Fields form.
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Figure 45 - Entry for Accounting Name field on Simplified Data File Definition Fields form

Adding the custom field to the Effective Export Mapping form
In this step of the customization process, the custom field Accounting Number is
added to an existing entry on the Effective Export Mappings form
EffectTech:EXP:Mappings. This form contains the definitions for mapping fields from
the BMC foundation form(s) to fields on the associated Transport staging form. A
datalink may require data from more than one BMC foundation form.
1. Use BMC Remedy Mid-Tier to open the Effective Export Mappings form
EffectTech:EXP:Mappings. The form opens in Search mode.
http://<host>/arsys/forms/<arserver>/EffectTech%3AEXP%3AMappings
2. Search for all export mappings associated with the data type (of the BMC
form) that the custom field was added to.
a. In the Mapping Status field, select Active from the drop-down menu.'
b. In the Foundation Data field, select the data type from the drop-down
menu. In this example, People is selected.
c. Click Search. All export mappings for the selected data type appear in the
search results.
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Figure 46 - Search for export mappings to People data type on the Effective Export Mappings
form

In this example, the datalink for People data only has one mapping (see
Figure 47). A datalink may have one or more export mappings.

Figure 47 - Search Results for People on Effective Export Mappings form
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3. Select the appropriate export mapping entry to modify. Based on the search
results, refer to one of following sections to determine which exporting
mapping entry requires modification.
NOTE: In this example, the datalink for People data has one export mapping
and the Entity 2 Form Name value matches the BMC foundation form name
CTM:People where the field Accounting Name is located.



Search returns only one entry
a. Verify the value in the Entity 2 Form Name field matches the BMC
foundation form name.
b. If the values do not match, add the custom field to the form specified
in the Entity 2 Form Name field. This form is usually a join of the
BMC foundation form in which the custom field was added.
c.



Proceed to Step 4.

Search returns multiple entries
a. Identify the export mapping entry in which the value of the Entity 2
Form Name matches the BMC foundation form that the custom field
was added to.
NOTE: For example, the Operational Category datalink has two
export mapping entries. The Entity 2 Form Name value for the first
entry is CFG:Service Catalog Assoc; for the second entry, the Entity 2
Form Name is CFG:Service Catalog. If the custom field was added to the
CFG:Service Catalog form, select the second export mapping entry to
modify.
b. If no match is found, add the custom field to one of the forms
specified in the Entity 2 Form Name field. (The form is usually a join
of the BMC foundation form in which the custom field was added.)
The export mapping entry corresponding to this BMC form (that you
added the custom field to) is the one that must be modified to
customize the Export feature.
c.

Proceed to Step 4.

4. Add the Transport staging form field name and field ID of the custom field to
the export mapping entry (Entity 1 values).
a. To the end of the value in the Entity 1 Field Names field, add the
Transport staging form field name of the custom field. Be sure to precede
the field name with a comma.

Figure 48 - Entity 1 Field Names – People custom field name Accounting Number added

b. To the end of the value in the Entity 1 Field IDs field, add the Transport
staging form field ID of the custom field. Be sure to precede the field ID
with a comma.
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Figure 49 - Entity 1 Field IDs – People custom field id 2400000042 added

5. Add the BMC foundation form field name and field ID of the custom field to
the export mapping entry (Entity 2 values).
a. To the end of the value in the Entity 2 Field Names field, add the BMC
foundation form field name of the custom field. Be sure to precede the
field name with a comma.

Figure 50 - Entity 2 Field Names - People custom field name Accounting Number added

b. To the end of the value in the Entity 2 Field IDs field, add the BMC
foundation form field ID of the custom field. Be sure to precede the field
ID with a comma.

Figure 51- Entity 2 Field IDs - People custom field is 2400000042 added

IMPORTANT: If you are customizing the Export feature for the Product Category
data type, you may need to complete the steps listed in the following section
Special Case: Adding custom field to Export for Product Category data type.
NOTE: After you updated the entry, use the Export BMC Foundation Data feature
to export the data to verify that the custom field was exported. In this example,
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use the Export BMC Foundation Data feature to export the People data to verify
that Accounting Number field appears on the CSV file.

Special Case: Adding custom field to Export for Product Category data type
The Product Category data type requires additional modifications to the export
mapping entries in certain cases. If the custom field was added to an export
mapping entry with a Sort Order value or 10, 20 or 30, you must modify the
export mapping entry with a Sort Order value of 50 as follows. This update
ensures the qualification will retrieve the correct value for the export mapping
entry.
1. In the Mapping Qualification field, increase the value between the #
characters by 1. In the example in Figure , 'PMVInstanceID' = #39# and
needs to be modified to 'PMVInstanceID' = #40#.
2. Click Save to update the entry.

Figure 52 - Update Mapping Qualification field for Product Category export mapping where Sort Order
= 50
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Expanding the Data Transformation capability
The Data Transformation feature is used primarily to clean up People data.
People data is the data most likely to be pulled regularly from an external source.
Currently, attributes within the People form that can be transformed include
Company, parts of the Location data (Site, Street and City) and the Client Type.
This section describes how to expand the Data Transformation feature to support
other attributes of the People form; in this example, Region.

Use Case – When to expand the Data Transformation feature
In this example, an implementation has ITSM-defined Region data that consists
of values shown in Table 5. However, the external data source for the Region
data does not have the ITSM-defined values. Instead, the data consists of actual
country names, such as those shown in Table 6.
Note that there may be multiple spellings of some countries, and new values for
this field may be introduced with any new People data load. Such circumstances
would warrant an expansion to the Data Transformation capability.
ITSM DEFINED REGIONS
North America
Central America
South America
EMEA
Asia-Pac
Unknown
Table 5 ITSM-defined regions to be used for Data Transformation
EXTERNAL DATA REGION EQUIVALENT
USA
United States
Canada
Mexico
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
DR
UK
Ireland
Japan
China
Etc….
Table 6 Regions coming from external data that require transformation
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Steps for expanding the Data Transformation capability
The customization to expand the Data Transformation capability requires the
following steps:
1. Build the Data Transformation form
2. Create the Data Transformation workflow
3. Test the Data Transformation capability

Building the Data Transformation form
The Data Transformation form is a simple one. The form requires a one-to-one
mapping, so there are only two key fields.
To build a new Data Transformation form:
1. Use an existing Data Transformation form as a starting point, and use the
Save As option to create a new form.
NOTE: Save the new form with a descriptive name that includes the string
:DataTrnsform:, for example, Custom:EffectTech:DataTrnsform:Region.
All Data Transformation forms have :DataTrnsform: as part of the name. An
example is EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:DataTrnsform:LocationSite.
2. Enter a value in the ITSM-data field that exactly matches the corresponding
field in the CTM:People form.
Note that the Data Transformation form has one free-form text field and one
field that contains ITSM validated data. In this example, the validated data
will be the Region data, and the Region field is 60 characters in length and
has the menu CTM:RGN:Region-Q attached to it for $MENU$ validation purposes.
The new Data Transformation form might look something like this:

Figure 53 - Custom Data Transformation form

Creating the Data Transformation Workflow
The flow for the Data Transformation workflow can vary in terms of complexity.
Effect-Tech recommends that you keep the workflow as simple as possible while
meeting the needs of the implementation.

Simple Data Transformation workflow
You can see a sample of the Data Transformation workflow in the following
People staging form filters:
 EffectTech:Datalink:People:593:DTN:SiteLookupDataTrnsform
 EffectTech:Datalink:People:594:DTN:SiteLookupDataTrnsform.
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Copy the logic in these filters to achieve a similar result with the Region data.
NOTE: Make sure the names of the custom filters contain the string DataTrnsform
and a descriptive string that allows you to identify them as custom filters.

Complex Data Transformation workflow
There are some cases where the Data Transformation logic includes workflow
that could improve performance if there is a large amount of “dirty” (invalid) data.
This workflow is leveraged when the attribute that is being transformed has the
potential for a default value in the Preferences form.
In the case of a People data load, the Preferences form supports a default
Region value. For example, with the values shown in Table 6, the likely default
Region value will be Unknown. Given that default capability, the workflow for
Data Transformation might include extra logic to create Data Transformation
entries that fall back to the default. The logic is as follows:
Perform Set Fields from Region Data Transformation form to determine if there is an entry there
where the incoming Region field=External Region Data field. If found, pull in the Valid ITSM
Region field and use that field for Region in the CTM:People form.
If not found, check the Preferences data to see if there is a default value for Region. If there is a
default (such as Unknown), then create a Data Transformation entry such that the next time this
same External Region value is encountered, it will automatically transform to the default without
having to go pull the data from the Preferences form.
NOTE: This logic is not required. The logic encapsulated in the two filters
referenced in the above section Simple Data Transformation workflow is
sufficient to achieve the data transformation required in most use cases.

Testing the Data Transformation capability
To ensure that the data transformation capability in the Region example is
functioning correctly:
1. Update a People CSV file so that the Region data (column
Region_description) has the values shown in the External Data Region
Equivalent column in Table 7.
2. Create Data Transformation entries in the new custom Region Data
Transformation form that have the values shown in the ITSM Defined
Regions column in Table 7.
3. Run the People datalink and check that the People data is appropriately
created with valid Region information.
External Data Region Equivalent

ITSM Defined Regions

USA

North America

United States

North America

Canada

North America

Mexico

North America

Costa Rica

Central America

UK

EMEA

Ireland

EMEA

Japan

Asia-Pac

China

Asia -Pac

Table 7 Custom Data Transformation rules
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Expanding the Cleanup Forms feature (bulk delete of ITSM
data)
This section describes how to extend the bulk delete feature—the Cleanup
Foundation Forms feature—to delete ITSM data that is not supported by the outof-box bulk delete functionality.

Use Case – When to add a custom entry to the Cleanup Form List
The Effective Transport application provides the Cleanup Form List that is used
to delete the ITSM data for the following eight datalinks: Company, Organization,
Location, Support Group, People, Product Category, Operational Category, and
Assignment. This feature can be extended to bulk delete data for other ITSM
data.
In this example, we will create a custom Cleanup Form List entry to delete the
ITSM data for Task Group Templates and their associated entries.
NOTE: Cleanup Foundation works only on the BMC Remedy User tool. To use
this feature, you must use the BMC Remedy v. 7.6.x. The BMC Remedy User
tool no longer ships with BMC Remedy beginning with version 8.0.

Steps for expanding the Cleanup Foundation Forms feature
The customization to expand the Cleanup Foundation Forms feature requires the
following steps:
1. Create a Cleanup Form List entry
2. Create Cleanup Association Form List entries
3. Use Additional Action1 feature for querying association forms
In this example, we expand the bulk delete feature to include Task Group
Templates and their associated entries.

Creating a Cleanup Form List entry
To add a new ITSM data type (in this case, Task Group Templates) to the bulk
delete feature, you need to add an entry for that data type to the Cleanup Form
List.
1. On BMC Remedy User, use the Object List to find the form Effective Cleanup
Form List and open it in New mode.
2. On the Cleanup Form List, enter a name in the Cleanup Data Name field.
NOTE: The best practice is to select a name that matches the Data Type
menu shown on the Transport Onboarding Console, but you can enter any
value in this field. For example, it might be “Company Data – Effective” for an
entry that will clean up only those entries that have Company = "Effective."
3. Select the primary form for cleanup; in this example, TMS:TaskGroupTemplate.
4. In the Take Action field, select “Hard Delete” or “Set Status.” If you wish to
use the “Set Status” feature, you must first ensure that the form selected in
the prior step has a Status value that represents Delete. (Many forms have
this status, but some do not.)
5. If you selected Set Status in the prior step, select the appropriate status
value in the field Action Status Value.
6. Create a qualification for the Cleanup Qualification field.
NOTE: To delete all entries, use 1=1.
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7. Save the entry, and retrieve the entry in Modify mode. It should look similar
to the following screen shot.

Figure 54 - Cleanup Form List

For most types of data, the configuration is complete. If the data type you
selected has associated data, continue to the next section, Creating Cleanup
Association Form List Entries.
NOTE: See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy
User's Guide for detailed information about the fields on the Cleanup Form List
form.

Creating Cleanup Association Form List entries
If the data type you selected has associated entries, you need to delete the
associated entries along with the primary ITSM data. Data such as Company,
Organization, Sites and other “basic” foundation data fall into this category. For
example, if you delete a Support Group, the best practice is to clean up any
“Assignment Rules” associated with that Support Group data. The Support Group
cleanup entry should have an associated entry for Assignment Rules.
NOTE: The reverse is not true. If you delete the Assignment rules, you would not
necessarily delete the Support Groups associated with them.
Most data types that are not supported by the out-of-box bulk delete feature do
not have any associated data that requires cleanup. For instance, if a Task
Group Template is deleted, the Task to Task group template association form will
be automatically cleaned up by the system (via workflow); there is no need to
create an associated cleanup entry.
For the sake of this example, however, we assume that we do need to clean up
the Task to Task Group association entries.
IMPORTANT: This is not required. This process is shown as an example only.
1. On BMC Remedy User, use the Object List to find the form Effective Cleanup
Association Form List and open it in New mode.
2. Select the Cleanup Data Name created in the previous section.
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3. Select the name of the associated form and the cleanup order in which you
want it to be cleaned up in relation to the other associated forms.
4. Formulate the query. Use the query bar fields to formulate the first part of the
query as shown below:
Set Associated Form Fields to ‘Parent Type,’ Operator to ‘=,’ and Cleanup
Form Fields to ‘Task Group Template,’ and click Add.
NOTE: For information on using the Additional Action1 feature, refer to the
section below Using Additional Action1 feature to query association forms.
See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's
Guide for detailed information about the fields on the Cleanup Form List form.

Figure 55 - Cleanup Association Form List

5. Formulate the remainder of the query and click Add again. See the section
Deleting data from foundation forms in the Effective Transport Data
Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide for more information.
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6. Save the form. The Cleanup Form Associated List should look like the
following:

Figure 56 - Cleanup Association Form List Saved
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7. Open the Cleanup Console from the Transport Onboarding Console (select
Advanced Functions>Cleanup Foundation Form), and verify that the
associated form is displayed when the new cleanup form configuration is
selected. Note that both qualifications are shown in the lower left corner.
NOTE: If you select Cleanup Selected, all records will be deleted from
TMS:AssociationTemplate based on the query shown in the Selected Association
Form Qualification field. After that, all entries from TMS:TaskGroupTemplate will
be deleted based on the qualification in the Cleanup Form Qualification field.

Figure 57 - Cleanup Console
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Testing the extended Cleanup Forms feature
To test the extended functionality of the Cleanup Forms feature, you need
sample data of the new data type available; in this example, Task Group
Template.
To test the Cleanup Forms feature:
1. From the Transport Onboarding Console, open the Cleanup Console (select
Advanced Functions > Cleanup Foundation Form).
2.

Select the Task Group Template entry under Cleanup Name.

Figure 58 - Select Task Group Template on Cleanup Console
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3. Click Show Results to view the entries that will be cleaned up. Verify these
entries meet the cleanup qualification specified.
For example, Figure shows the complete list of Task Group Templates on
the test system.

Figure 59 - List of Task Group Templates

When Show Results is selected, note that the two entries that do not have
company “- Global –“ are slated to be deleted based on the Cleanup Form
Qualification.

Figure 60 - Task Group Templates List using Show Results button
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4. Click Cleanup Selected to delete the entries.
5. Click Show Results to verify that the entries were either deleted or had their
status updated.

Figure 61 - Use Cleanup Selected to Delete ITSM Data
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Using Additional Action1 feature to query association forms
The Additional Action1 feature addresses some of the depth of the associations
within foundation data. It is very unlikely that you will need to use this feature.
However, if you find that you are not able to build the query required to get all
associated data (using the process described in Creating Cleanup Association
Form List Entries above), you may find the Additional Action1 feature helpful in
your cleanup efforts.
The Additional Action1 field provides only one option, Get Values From Assoc
Form. This option allows the user to fetch additional values and use these values
in the subsequent associated configuration items to clean up the data. Users
specify the values for the Get Values For fields and in the subsequent associated
items that can be referenced with #800010101# and #800010107# in the
qualification. When the associated item which has these references is executed,
these references are replaced with the real values that were collected in the
previous associated items where the Additional Action1 option is set. These two
additional values can be collected from two different associated items as needed.
For Example: The qualification can be built as “'Company' = $Company$ AND
‘Site ID’ = #800010101# “.
The replacement of these references is completed before the execution of the
associated item. In this way, the additional value reference can be replaced and
the new additional value can be retrieved, if needed.
Limitation: The Additional Action1 option allows the user to get only two
additional values. The feature can be easily extended by adding additional fields
to the form and a single filter for each field.

Figure 62 - Additional Action
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Using a data source other than a CSV File
The true value of the Effective Transport application is contained within the logic
on the staging forms. The out-of-box Import functionality imports data from a
CSV file into Transport staging forms. This is a convenient and most common
means for loading external data into the staging forms.
However, the workflow on the staging forms can be leveraged so that data can
be imported to the staging forms using other mechanisms; that is, data can come
from sources other than a CSV file. As long as the data is mapped into the
staging form in the same way that it is mapped for a CSV file, the target
foundation and application forms will be appropriately populated.
This section provides instructions for using the alternate methods for loading data
to the Transport staging forms:






Atrium Integrator adapter
Web Services
LDAP data source
Other data sources

Atrium Integrator adapter
The Atrium Integrator adapter provides another means to load external data into
the Transport staging forms. In addition to the adapter, Atrium Integrator consists
of the AR System Database Connectivity (ARDBC) plug-in, the Atrium Integrator
Spoon client, and the Atrium Integrator engine forms.
You can use the Atrium Integrator Spoon client to define import transformations
that load data from a CSV file into the appropriate Transport staging form. You
can then create a job and schedule the job to run an onboarding task at a
predetermined time.
For example, you can create a simple transformation and job to load Company
data from the Transport company.csv file to the Transport Company staging form
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Companies.
NOTE: Before running the job with Atrium Integrator, you must first add the
following three columns to the CSV file:



Customer – Customer is used with Project Name to define data
segmentation



Project Name – Project Name is used with Customer to define data
segmentation



Status – Status can have a value of Imported from Source (for Import action) or
Initiate Processing (for Import and Transport action)

Figure 63 – companies.csv file with addition of Customer, Project Name, and Status columns
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Figure 64 Transport Stage Company AR Output field mappings for Company

After a job is run by the Atrium Integrator, you can view the status of the imported
data on the Transport Onboarding Console.
For example, Figure shows the results of a job importing Company data. Note
that Customer and Project Name values in the modified CSV file (Figure ) are
reflected in the Customer and Project Name fields. Because the Status in the
CSV file was set to "Initiate Processing," the data entries have a Status of
"Processed"; the data was pushed all the way to the Company foundation form.

Figure 65 Transport Onboarding Console after running Transport company job using Atrium
Integrator Spoon client

Instructions to create transformations and jobs with Atrium Integrator and the
Atrium Spoon client are beyond the scope of this documentation. For more
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information, see the BMC online documentation under Atrium Integrator adapter
for BMC Remedy AR System and the Pentaho website under Spoon User Guide.

Web Services
The current version of the Effective Transport application does not contain a Web
Services interface. However, the standard BMC/Remedy Web Services capability
can be applied to any of the staging forms to allow for creation of entries. For the
Web Services capability provided by BMC, see BMC online documentation BMC
Remedy Action Request System> Developing an application>Publishing the
BMC Remedy AR System functionality as a web service.
The mapping for a Company staging form web service might look like this:

Figure 66 – Company staging form in BMC Remedy Developer Studio through BMC/Remedy Web
Services

LDAP data source
The Effective Transport application can support external data from one or more
LDAP sources. The product includes an out-of-box datalink and vendor form that
is used to retrieve data directly from LDAP. You link the vendor form to an
existing LDAP data source by modifying the Vendor Information through the
Form Properties dialog in BMC Remedy Developer Studio. In addition, you must
also specify LDAP connection information in the BMC Remedy ARDBC LDAP
Configuration form to reach the external data source.
For more information on the ARDBC LDAP Configuration form, see the Effective
Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Installation Guide or the
BMC online documentation BMC Remedy Action Request System>Integrating
with a directory service .

Defining a second LDAP data source
The Effective Transport application supports multiple LDAP interfaces though the
BMC Remedy AR System ARDBC LDAP plug-in. Since the out-of-box LDAP
datalink uses a vendor form and custom workflow, the following steps are
required to support a second LDAP data source. Steps 1-3 explain how to copy
existing objects and workflow, including configuration steps, to enable a second
LDAP data source.
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Step 1: Copy the existing LDAP vendor form
In this step, you copy the existing Transport Enterprise LDAP Datalink Accessory
vendor form and change the Table Name value to reflect the address of the new
LDAP instance. The new vendor form will serve data from the second LDAP
repository.
1. Launch the BMC Developer Studio in Best Practice Customization mode.
NOTE: Prior to copying the LDAP vendor form, create a custom deployable
application for the new LDAP form. You can reuse an existing deployable
application if one is already created for Effective Transport customization.
Use the same roles as the main Effective Transport deployable application,
Effective Enterprise Datalink. (See Figure 19 above.)
2. Open the EffectTech:Datalink:LDAP:Stage:People form, and use the Save As option
to make a copy of the form.
NOTE: You will see the following message. Click Yes to continue.

Figure 67 BMC Remedy Developer Studio Message on Depolyable Application

3.

Provide a unique name for the new form, and click OK.
NOTE: Effect-Tech recommends you keep the following prefix for application
association purposes Custom:EffectTech:Datalink:LDAP:<new name>.
During the copy process you may see messages like the two shown in the
figures below. Click OK to continue.

Figure 68 BMC Remedy Developer Studio Confirm dialog
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Figure 69 BMC Remedy Developer Studio Successful Warning dialog

4. Add the new LDAP vendor form to the deployable application.
5. Adjust the permission of the fields on the LDAP vendor form.
NOTE: Read/write fields on the Transport LDAP vendor form typically have
ET Transport User, ET Promote User, and Transport Admin permissions
(Change option) and Public (View option) permissions. Trim and temporary
fields have Public (Change) permission. If you are unsure about the
permissions to use, you can check similar fields on the Transport LDAP
vendor form that was cloned. See Figure 25 above.
6. After the copy action is completed, open the Form Properties dialog box
(from the Form menu, select Form Properties > Vendor Information). In the
Table Name field, modify the value to reflect the address of the new LDAP
instance, click OK and then Save.

Figure 70 BMC Remedy Developer Studio Form Properties->Vendor Information
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Step 2: Make the necessary workflow changes
After you copied the existing Transport Enterprise LDAP Datalink Accessory
Vendor form to use for the secondary LDAP repository, you can make changes
to the workflow.
All steps below must be performed in BMC Remedy Developer Studio in Best
Practice Customization mode.
1. Copy the filter EffectTech:Datalink:People:LDAP:ERRHD:FailOnPushSCToPeopleStgERROR.
From the File menu, select Save As and change the Associated form
name to the newly added vendor form.
2. Copy the following filters using the Save As option. Change the Associated
form name to the new vendor form, and change the Error Handler filter to the
filter name created in step 1.





EffectTech:Datalink:People:700:LDAP:ServiceCallToETPeople`!
EffectTech:Datalink:People:710:LDAP:PushToETPeople
EffectTech:Datalink:People:700:LDAP:PushToETPeople`!

3. Clone all filters and active links tied to the EffectTech:Datalink:LDAP:Stage:People
form to the new vendor form.
a. Use Developer Studio’s filtering option to display all filters and active
links associated to the EffectTech:Datalink:LDAP:Stage:People form.
b. Open each filter object and active link and use the Save As option to
copy each filter and active link.
c. Provide a unique name for each filter and change the Associated form
name to the new vendor form.
d. Repeat these steps for all the filters and active links.
4. Copy the following active links using the Save As option. For each active link
provide a unique name, expand the first two Push Fields actions, and change
the Form Name to the new Vendor form name.




EffectTech:DTGS:Console:310:LDAP:LoadLocalData
EffectTech:DTGS:Console:310:LDAP:LoadTransportData

5. Copy the active link guide EffectTech:DTGS:LDAP:LoadLocalData using the Save
As option. Provide a unique name, remove the third active link reference and
add the active link EffectTech:DTGS:Console:310:LDAP:LoadLocalData.
6. Copy the active link guide EffectTech:DTGS:LDAP:LoadTransportData using the
Save As option. Provide a unique name for the active link guide.
7. Edit the active Link
EffectTech:DTGS:Console:300:LDAP:LoadLocalDataLDAPCG.
a. Create an Overlay.
b. Open the active link EffectTech:DTGS:Console:300:LDAP:LoadLocalDataLDAPCG.
c. Change the Active Link Run If Condition to: ('Type of Data Import' !=
$NULL$) AND('DataLinkName' = “LDAP to People Data Link – 1”)
AND ('DataLinkType' = "LDAP"), and save the changes.
d. Save the changes.
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8. Copy the active link
EffectTech:DTGS:Console:300:LDAP:LoadLocalDataLDAPCG.
a. Create an Overlay.
b. Open the active link EffectTech:DTGS:Console:300:LDAP:LoadLocalDataLDAPCG
and copy using the Save As option. Provide a unique name for the active
link.
c. Change the active link Run If Condition to: ('Type of Data Import' !=
$NULL$) AND ('DataLinkName' = “LDAP to People Data Link – 2”)
AND ('DataLinkType' ="LDAP").
d. Expand the Call Guide action and change the Guide Name to the active
link guide EffectTech:DTGS:LDAP:LoadLocalData, and save the changes.
9. Edit the active link
EffectTech:DTGS:Console:300:LDAP:LoadTransportDataLDAPCG.
a. Create an Overlay.
b. Open the active link EffectTech:DTGS:Console:300:LDAP:LoadTransportData
LDAPCG.
c. Change the active link Run If Condition to: ('Type of Data Import' !=
$NULL$) AND ('DataLinkName' = “LDAP to People Data Link – 1”)
AND ('DataLinkType' = "LDAP"), and save the changes.
10. Copy the active link
EffectTech:DTGS:Console:300:LDAP:LoadTransportDataLDAPCG using the
Save As option.
a. Copy the file using the Save As option. Provide a unique name for the
the active link.
b. Change Active Link Run If Condition to: ('Type of Data Import' !=
$NULL$) AND ('DataLinkName' = “LDAP to People Data Link – 2”)
AND ('DataLinkType' = "LDAP").
c. Expand the Call Guide action and change the Guide Name to the active
link guide EffectTech:DTGS:LDAP:LoadTransportData, and save the changes.
11. Edit the active link EffectTech:DTGS:Console:050:LDAPAccessoryData.
a. Create an Overlay.
b. Open active link EffectTech:DTGS:Console:050:LDAPAccessoryData.
c. Change the active link Run If Condition to: ('Type of Data Import' !=
$NULL$) AND ('DataLinkName' = "LDAP to People Data Link - 1"),
remove the Message Else action, and save the changes.
12. Copy the active link EffectTech:DTGS:Console:050:LDAPAccessoryData.
a. Open the active link EffectTech:DTGS:Console:050:LDAPAccessoryData.
b. Change the active link Run If Condition to: ('Type of Data Import' !=
$NULL$) AND ('DataLinkName' = "LDAP to People Data Link - 2").
c. Expand the Open Window action and change the Form Name to the new
vendor form.
d. Remove the Message Else action, and save the changes.
13. Edit the active link
EffectTech:Datalink:LDAP:Mapping:100:GetDataFromVendorForm.
a. Create an Overlay.
b. Open the active link
EffectTech:Datalink:LDAP:Mapping:100:GetDataFromVendorForm.
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c.

Change the active link Run If Condition to: ('UserId_uid' !=
$NULL$) AND ('DataLinkName' = "LDAP to People Data Link
- 1"), and save the changes.

14. Copy the active link
EffectTech:Datalink:LDAP:Mapping:100:GetDataFromVendorForm.
a. Open the active link
EffectTech:Datalink:LDAP:Mapping:100:GetDataFromVendorForm.
b. Change the active link Run If Condition to: ('UserId_uid' !=
$NULL$) AND ('DataLinkName' = "LDAP to People Data Link
- 1").
c. Expand the Open Window action, change the Form Name to the
new vendor form, and save the changes.
15. Edit the active link guide EffectTech:DTGS:LDAP:LoadTransportData.
a. Create an Overlay.
b. Open the active link guide EffectTech:DTGS:LDAP:LoadTransportData.
c. Remove the third active link listed in this guide
(EffectTech:DTGS:Console:310:
LDAP:LoadTransportData) and replace with the active link copied
from EffectTech:DTGS:Console:310:LDAP:LoadTransportData (see Step
4).
Step 3: Associate the LDAP Datalink Details entry with the second LDAP
instance.
The final step is to clone the existing LDAP Datalink Details entry, associate it to
the second LDAP instance, and verify the connection.
1. Clone the existing LDAP Datalink Details entry.
a. In the BMC Remedy User tool, open the Effective Datalink Details form
in Search mode.
b. Enter LDAP to People Data Link – 1 in the Data Link Name* field, and
click Search.
c. From the Edit menu, select Copy To New. Enter a unique name in the
Data Link Name* field (e.g. LDAP to People Data Link – 2).
d. On the System tab, delete the contents of the InstanceId field.
e. Click Save to create the record.
Note: This new LDAP datalink is available for selection from the People data
drop-down menu on the Transport Onboarding Console.
2. Create a second ARDBC LDAP connection.
a. Open the ARDBC LDAP Configuration form.
b. Enter the appropriate field values to connect to the secondary LDAP
instance.
NOTE: For more information on the ARDBC LDAP Configuration form, see
the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Installation
Guide and the BMC Remedy Action Request System Integration Guide.
3. Import People data to verify that the new ARDBC LDAP connection and new
LDAP vendor form are functioning.
a. In the Transport Onboarding Console, select the appropriate console
mode (Project or Maintenance), and Customer and Project Name (if
applicable) for the data in the LDAP directory.
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b. From the top navigation menu, select Import > People data.
c. In the People Data Type field, select People and in the Data Link field,
select the new LDAP datalink you just created from the dropdown menu.
d. Click Accessory Data and run a search on the application data.
If data from the second LDAP instance appears in the vendor form, the
connection is working. If no data was returned, review the data entered on the
ARDBC LDAP Configuration form for errors, and correct as needed.

Other data sources
The BMC/Remedy AR System platform, on which the Effective Transport
application is built, provides an enormous variety of means for integration. Some
are provided and supported by BMC as part of the platform, while others are
provided by outside vendors or individuals. These include, but are not limited to,
the following: C API, Java API, AR System .Net API, arsperl, pyARS, and
IronPython. Any of these means of integration can be used to insert data entries
into the staging forms that are provided as part of the Effective Transport
application. The staging forms will then push the data into the appropriate BMC
application forms. You can find additional information about the various means of
integrating with the BMC/Remedy AR System platform through documentation,
an Internet search, or on the BMC Developer Network web site.
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Adding Permission Groups to Effective Transport
Effective Transport allows you to add permission groups to the selection provided
under People Preferences or People Profile. You can add either a permission
group that is already used in CTM:People, but is not included in Effective
Transport, or a customized permission group (Group Category must be regular)
that is defined on the Group form, but not used in CTM:People.
All the permission groups on Effective Transport are stored on the form
EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:Shared:PermissionRoleFactory. Additional permission
groups for BMC Remedy applications can be registered for Effective Transport
on this form. To add permission groups that are already being used in CTM:People,
you only need to create an entry in this form to register the permission group.
For permission groups that are not used in CTM:People, you need to first create an
entry on the ITSM foundation form LIC:SYS-License Permission to enable the
permission group on CTM:People. The ITSM permission groups are registered in
LIC:SYS-License Permission.

Adding a permission group on CTM:People to Effective Transport
Complete the following steps to add to Effective Transport a permission group
that is used in CTM:People.
1. Locate the permission group on CTM:People (for example, use a search
criteria using Permission Group Name) that you want to add to Effective
Transport. You can use this permission group for reference to create the
entry for Effective Transport.
2. Open the form EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:Shared:PermissionRoleFactory in New
mode and enter the following values:
Preferences Profile Name=Default
Entry Type=Permission Group
Action=SetTempValuesFromPermFields
3. On the Group tab, enter the following values:
GroupID=<Permission Group ID from LIC:SYS-License Permission>
Group Name=<Permission Group from LIC:SYS-License Permission>
Requires Application License=<Yes if License Required!=None in LIC:SYS-License
Permission>
Permission Tag Name=<Permission Tag Name from LIC:SYS-License Permission>
Product Name=<Product Name from LIC:SYS-License Permission>
Permission Group Type=Application Permission
Support Staff Default?=Yes
Default Non Support?=No
Temp Support Staff Default?=Yes
Effective Recommended Default Support?=Yes
Effective Recommended Default NonSupport?=No
4. Save the record.
5. Check the People Preferences or People Profile to determine if the new
permission group was added.
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Adding a permission group not on CTM:People to Effective Transport
Complete the following steps to add to Effective Transport a permission group
that is not used in CTM:People.
1. Open the form LIC:SYS-License Permission in New mode and fill in the following
values:
Permission Group=<Group Name from Group form>
Permission Group ID=<Group ID from Group form>
License Required=None
System Lock=Yes
View Access=Public
Navigational Tier 1=<this field categorized the permission group on CTM:People; e.g. for
Transport permission groups, we set this to ET Transport>
2. Save this record.
3. Check CTM:People to determine if the category and permission group appears
on the permission list.
4. Open the form EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:Shared:PermissionRoleFactory in New
mode and enter the following values:
Preferences Profile Name=Default
Entry Type=Permission Group
Action=SetTempValuesFromPermFields
5. On the Group tab, enter the following values:
6. GroupID=<Permission Group ID from Group>
Group Name=<Permission Group from Group>
Requires Application License=No
Permission Group Type=Application Permission
Support Staff Default?=Yes
Default Non Support?=No
Temp Support Staff Default?=Yes
Effective Recommended Default Support?=Yes
Effective Recommended Default NonSupport?=No
7. Save the record.
8. Check the People Preferences or People Profile to determine if the new
permission group was added.
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Appendix A
Best Practices for customization of the Effective Transport
application
General Best Practices:
 Always use filter-side workflow (not active links).
 Follow existing naming conventions.
 Include filter names in error messages.
 Always back up mapping and CSV files before you modify them for a customization.
Customizing Transport workflow
 If you are replacing an existing Transport workflow, create an Overlay before you
make any changes.



If you are cloning an existing Transport workflow, use Save As in Best Practice
Customization mode. Include a prefix or suffix in your naming convention that allows
you to distinguish what has been replaced.

Customizing Transport forms
 If you are customizing an existing Transport form, create an Overlay before you make
any changes.



If you are cloning an existing Transport form, use Save As in Best Practice
Customization mode. Use a prefix or suffix in your naming convention that allows you
to distinguish what has been replaced. Add the new form to a custom deployable
application and adjust the permissions to the fields.

Q&A
When should I create a new datalink instead of simply modifying the values in the
Datalink Details entry?
If you have a set of parameters, such as the directory name or file name, that you will run over
and over, then the creation of a new datalink is warranted.
If you are doing a one-time change to accommodate a special file, then it is preferable to
modify the values in the Datalink Details entry. (For example, to specify a different CSV file,
open the Datalink Details entry, modify the Default Data File Name, save the entry and run the
datalink.) Be sure to change the values in the Datalink Details entry back to the original values
for future datalink runs.
How much validation do I need on a custom datalink staging form?
The staging form should anticipate and flag every error that might to be encountered on the
target form, whether the target form is a BMC application form or a custom form. Such a level
of validation on the staging form allows the user to identify Import errors without consulting the
log file.
Why do the Push Fields always need the “trim and trunc” functions?
Any Push Fields action that pushes data into a foundation or application form should be
trimmed with LTRIM and RTRIM and truncated to the size of the target field. This avoids any
issues with white space on either side of the values and prevents overflow.
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